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Training

1. Cataloger's Learning Workshop (LC/PCC/ALCTS)
2. Recording Serial Volume Holdings
3. Recording Serial Volume Holdings Exercises
4. Simple Serial Updates
5. Simple Serial Updates, Exercises
6. Training Catalogers in the Electronic Era (ALCTS)

RDA: Introductions, Training Materials

1. RDA: Resource Description & Access Training Materials (LC Catalogers Training Workshop)
2. PCC training resources for RDA

SUBJECT

1. Library of Congress Subject Headings: Online Training

BIBFRAME

1. BIBFRAME Training at the Library of Congress

Professional Associations

1. American Library Association (ALA)
   - Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA)
2. Association for Library Collections & Technical Services (ALCTS)
3. Code4Lib
4. IFLANET
5. National Information Standards Organization (NISO)
6. New England Technical Services Librarian (NETSL)
7. RDA Steering Committee
8. Professional Resources at Yale and Beyond (SCOPA libguide)
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